Tinga Tinga Tales
Production: Classic Media/Tiger Aspect: 3 to 6 years of age
Running Time: 30mins
Rights: Worldwide TV, Video and Licensing & Merchandising
You may think you know the reason why Elephant has a long trunk, or why Tortoise has a
broken shell…but as brand new preschool series Tinga Tinga Tales® is soon to reveal –
the reason for each is a whole other story!...
Inspired by traditional African animal folktales and the art of Tanzania, Tinga Tinga Tales
opens up a fantastical world of colour, characters and transformation.
Produced on location in Kenya by Tiger Aspect Productions in conjunction with Homeboyz
Entertainment, the show draws upon the inspiring talent of local artists and musicians and is
expertly computer-animated using beautiful, hand-painted imagery.
Each film tells the fantastical story of how a particular animal came to be – Why Crocodile
has a bumpy back or Zebra has stripes – but ‘The Big Six’ form the heart of the animal
community in Tinga Tinga. They are Monkey, Tortoise, Elephant, Hippo, Tickbird and Lion.
There is nothing more important than community and friendship in Tinga. There are good
animals and bad animals, grumpy animals and patient animals, water animals and land
animals, tall animals, short animals, loud animals and shy animals – but they all have their
role to play. Big personalities for big characters, running jokes, catchphrases and lots of
music.

Guess with Jess®
Production: Classic Media Ages:2-4
Running Time: 30 mins
Rights: All rights in all media Worldwide
Set in the colourful world of Greendale Farm, Jess the Cat and his friends explore and
question the world around them in the same charming way that curious children in the real
world do.
With catchy music and rich visuals Guess with Jess uniquely combines warmth and
humour, and exploration and interactivity, creating a wholly original experience for viewers

aged 2-4.
Each episode begins with an event that prompts the BIG QUESTION, which in turn sets
Jess off on a search for the answer.
The search for the answer always involves Jess and his friends, as well as the viewer at
home. Along the way Jess asks questions to the viewer directly, encouraging them to
participate in his search for the answer to the BIG QUESTION.
Interactive prompts pop up on-screen with each question Jess asks providing clues for the
viewer at home, and eventually these clues lead Jess and his friends to the answer!

